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Abstract

As the number of periphery scholars who pursue graduate studies in the U.S. increases, there is an urgent need to understand how

these multilingual writers build knowledge on academic writing in their second language (L2) and join the academic dialogs of their

disciplinary communities. Drawing on theories of translingualism (e.g., Horner, Lu, Royster, & Trimbur, 2011) and cultural-

historical activity (e.g., Prior, 1998), this textographic study reports on a multilingual graduate student’s knowledge construction

during the process of thesis writing. The central research questions of this study include: (i) What are some of the rhetorical

enactments and literacy practices this multilingual writer developed around his thesis writing? (ii) What writerly identities are

constructed in art oriented, new humanities thesis/dissertation writing? As results illustrate, navigation of academic writing with

multiple modalities and languages during thesis writing help multilingual writers carve a creative space for theory construction

which eventually contributes to the writer’s scholarly identity growth. Examining some of the key translingual academic practices in

their engagement with multiple texts around thesis writing, this paper reveals how an experienced multilingual writer utilized his

cultural and symbolic capital as he constructed his identity both as an art historian and an emerging scholar.
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Introduction

Today, it is a well-documented fact that the number of multilingual students pursing graduate degrees in the U.S. is

steadily increasing.1 The nature of the graduate degree in the North American context is usually such that students are

expected to be active participants of their disciplinary communities and constructors of new knowledge as they

progress through their degree. One of the key academic literacy practices these students engage with is thesis/

dissertation writing, which is an arduous task regardless of students’ linguistic background. Much second language

writing research in the last decade has focused on the academic writing practices of mature multilingual writers,

especially the negotiation processes and academic socialization practices they go though in writing a thesis/

dissertation (e.g., Belcher, 1994; Belcher & Hirvela, 2005; Casanave, 1995, 2002; Seloni, 2008, 2012). The term
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‘‘multilingual writers’’ in the literature is often equated with English as a Second Language (ESL) writers who

exclusively engage in writing in their L2,2 not those who are already highly literate in multiple languages (Gentil,

2011). While studies on thesis/dissertation writing of these multilingual writers have primarily focused on academic

negotiation practices and genre-related learning experiences, there has been scarce investigation on the translingual

mediations and biliteracy appropriations of multilingual writers who already have a high awareness on genre

variations and rhetorical knowledge in their L1, or writers who already cut across disciplinary boundaries utilizing

visual, written, and practice-based components (e.g., Casanave, 2010; Paltridge, Starfield, Ravelli, & Nicholson, 2011;

Paltridge, Starfield, Ravelli, & Tuckwell, 2012; Starfield & Ravelli, 2006; Starfield, 2004).

Adopting a cultural-historical activity theory and a translingual approach to writing, this paper reports on a case study

of a Colombian art historian and art curator embarking on thesis writing during his second year of the M.A. degree in

Visual Culture. The primary goal of this study is to illustrate some of the textual practices that occurred around one

advanced multilingual student’s thesis writing experience as he rhetorically ‘‘enact[ed], reproduce[ed] and/or

transform[ed] the social activities, the roles and the relations’’ (Bawarshi, 2003, p. 45) around his thesis writing while

harmonizing various disciplinary knowledge bases, professional knowledge, and theories. To contextualize the present

study, I will first begin with a literature review that specifically pays attention to the academic writing experiences of

advanced multilingual writers in North American graduate programs and thesis writing as a way of establishing an

authorial and professional self. Next, I will illustrate how one multilingual writer, Jacob (a pseudonym), meshed the

values he brought from his professional community with the new academic community, drew upon the extradisciplinary

practices, particularly his multilingual research maps and language resources, and finally carved a theoretical space by

utilizing interdiscursive practices as he interacted with various people and texts in multiple languages and discourses.

Research on mature multilingual graduate writers

Around 50% of thesis and dissertation writers in the U.S. are constituted by writers whose first language is other

than English (Olsen, 1998). In the context of graduate school, these multilingual students need to learn how to

successfully navigate within the new discourse community by thoroughly learning the subject matter, meeting genre

expectations, and building rhetorical knowledge. They are also expected to construct knowledge, challenge the taken

for granted concepts, define who they are as scholars, and, as a result, become active participants through writing

publishable papers and presenting in academic conferences. All these engagements with complex ‘‘textual worlds’’

(Kucer, 1985) in which students participate entail the acquisition of advanced academic literacy, which goes beyond

linguistic ability (Tardy, 2005). It requires a deep understanding of the academic audience and a creative approach to

position their theoretical knowledge within the field. However, as many scholars have pointed out, this enculturation

process is hardly unidirectional, apolitical, and free of institutional and language ideologies (e.g., Belcher, 1994;

Braine, 2002; Canagarajah, 2002; Canagarajah, 2006; Casanave, 2002, 2010).

In recent years, scholars both from first language (L1) and second language (L2) composition studies have

investigated the academic literacy experiences of mature multilingual graduate writers. These studies can be

categorized in four main strands of research: (1) the construction and negotiation of voice, identity, and agency in

academic writing (e.g., Hirvela & Belcher, 2001; Hyland, 2002a,b; Ivanic, 1998; Prior, 1995), (2) genre and rhetorical

knowledge development (e.g., Belcher, 1994; Gentil, 2011; Swales, 2004; Tardy, 2005, 2012), (3) peer-to-peer and

mentor relationships (e.g., Kobayashi, 2003; Morita, 2000; Seloni, 2012), and (4) textual construction in thesis or

dissertation writing (e.g., Belcher, 1994; Dong, 1996; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2012; Paltridge, 2002; Paltridge et al.,

2011). As the current study specifically deals with the rhetorical practices and genre knowledge construction

surrounding thesis writing, as well as the identity and agency of multilingual thesis writers, in the rest of this literature

review I pay more attention to studies that address these issues.

Pertinent to discussion on academic literacy experiences of multilingual writers at the graduate level has been the

notion of identity and voice in academic writing. For example, Hirvela and Belcher (2001) followed three Latin

American graduate students (Fernando, Jacinta, and Carmen) who were already highly experienced writers in their L1.
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2 This practice appears to be a reflection of what Matsuda (1999) calls a disciplinary division of labor between composition and second language

studies, which ‘‘results in institutional practices and arrangements that compartmentalize educational resources away from multilingual writers’’

(Gentil, 2011, p. 7).
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